makes one awesome shoulder bag

YOU NEED:

Afternoon
Make Bag

x2 200g Balls of Meta Giant Yarn
20mm Hook

Key: DC - UK Double Crochet
remember
YO -Yarn Over
to
keep your
Ch -Chain

stitches
loose

Ch 7
Working from the 2nd stitch, DC 6
DC 2 in side of the final stitch
Continue around the base of the foundation chain
DC 6
DC 1, slip stitch in the side of the first stitch in the row (16 stitches in total)
You should have a flat oval shape, this is your bag base.
Ch 1, dc 15, slip stitch 1 in the top of the first stitch in the row.
Continue for 9/10 rows
When you finish ball one, carry on if you are using the same colour, if using a different colour;
make sure you change colour at the beginning of a new row.
After final slip stitch, on top of rim of the bag, start I Cord for the shoulder strap.
Ch1, keep on hook, place hook through next stitch, YO and pull through, keep both loops on
hook, place hook through next stitch, YO and pull through, keep all three loops on hook.
To Make I Cord Strap
Slip last 2 loops off hook and hold,
YO, and pull through first loop on hook
Put your 2nd loop back on the hook,
YO and pull through second loop,
Put your 3rd loop back on the hook
YO and pull through third loop - you should have 3 loops on your hook.
Repeat

PATTERNS

Continue till I Cord is of desired length, we like a long slouchy strap but remember the yarn may
stretch slightly. Join on opposite side of bag rim
Place hook through stitch on opposite side of bag rim, YO, pull through 2 loops
Place hook through next stitch in bag rim, YO and pull through 2 loops
Place hook through next stitch on bag rim, YO and pull through final loops on hook.
Secure off.

